
Rock Hard and Diamond Gloss represents a 
breakthrough in maintaining any natural floor. Floors of 
marble, limestone, terrazzo and some granite surfaces 
will greatly benefit from the use of this 2-part system. 
Understanding how this system works will help you to 
dramatically improve the appearance of your natural floor 
surface. 
 
First of all this 2-step process is used to densify (or 
harden) the flooring material. Whether it is terrazzo, 
marble, limestone, serpentine or some granite, densifying 
the flooring will make it more stain resistant. In time it will 
become almost stain proof. This is not evident at first use, 
but will become more and more stain resistant with long-
term use. 
 
The next benefit this process produces is a more scratch-
resistant surface. In time it will become very, very scratch resistant. A harder surface also allows the polish to last 
longer; this means that your maintenance staff will spend less time refreshing the shine on the floor. This benefit will 
also take time to achieve maximum hardness. 
 
The label states that Rock Hard will provide both stain and scratch resistance. These labor-saving benefits are 
extremely beneficial to any maintenance staff, and will save significant labor dollars over the course of a year. Diamond 
Gloss just speeds up the visual appearance. It adds some gloss to the floor until the surface hardens through use of 
Rock Hard. Then it will shine on its own. 
 
Rock Hard and Diamond Gloss are not designed to replace MRP Marble Restoration Paste, ONE STEP Spray & Buff 
Crystallizer or our LUMINAIRE Diamonds. It is not a restoration or maintenance system. It is to be used occasionally. 
One time per month (for heavy traffic areas) or four times per year (for light / moderate traffic areas) will make the floor 
more dense and stain resistant.  
 
It is important to continue to use Patina, One Step and MRP throughout the year. Then with no extra stripping or prep 
work, they just spray out Rock Hard and Diamond Gloss to bring the overall level of appearance and durability up to a 
higher level. The shine will continue to improve with each application. 


